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We analyze the scaling behavior of the fidelity, and the corresponding susceptibility, emerging in finite-size
many-body systems whenever a given control parameter λ is varied across a quantum phase transition. For
this purpose we consider a finite-size scaling (FSS) framework. Our working hypothesis is based on a scaling
assumption of the fidelity in terms of the FSS variables associated with λ and its variation δλ. This framework
entails the FSS predictions for continuous transitions and enables one to extend them to first-order transitions,
where the FSS becomes qualitatively different. The latter is supported by analytical and numerical analyses of
the quantum Ising chain along its first-order quantum transition line, driven by an external longitudinal field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum transitions (QTs) in many-body systems are re-
lated to significant changes of the ground state and low-
excitation properties, induced by small variations of a driving
parameter [1,2]. They are continuous when the ground state
of the system changes continuously at the transition point, and
correlation functions develop a divergent length scale. Instead,
they are of first order when the ground-state properties are dis-
continuous across the transition point, generally arising from
level crossings in the infinite-volume limit. In view of their
key role played in several contexts of modern statistical me-
chanics, quantum information, and condensed matter physics,
it is of crucial importance to devise suitable tools for a proper
characterization of their main features. To this purpose, differ-
ent quantum-information-based concepts have been recently
put forward, in order to spotlight ground-state variations at
QTs, such as the entanglement, as well as the fidelity and its
susceptibility [3–5]. The net advantage of these approaches is
that they do not rely on the identification of an order parameter
with the corresponding symmetry-breaking pattern.

In particular, the fidelity quantifies the overlap between the
ground states of quantum systems sharing the same Hamil-
tonian but associated with different Hamiltonian parameters
[3–5]. The concept of the fidelity and, more generally, of the
geometric tensor has recently gained considerable attraction
in the field of quantum information and computation. The
reason is related to its fundamental importance as a basic
tool to analyze the variations of a given quantum state in
the Hilbert space. The usefulness of the fidelity as a tool to
distinguish quantum states can be traced back to Anderson’s
orthogonality catastrophe [6]: The overlap of two many-body
ground states corresponding to Hamiltonians differing by a
small perturbation vanishes in the thermodynamic limit. It
is thus tempting to quantify how this paradigm gets realized
in many-body systems at QTs, where significantly different
behaviors are expected with respect to systems in normal
conditions. Besides that, the fidelity susceptibility covers a
central role in quantum estimation theory [7,8], being propor-
tional to the Fisher information. The latter indeed quantifies

the inverse of the smallest variance in the estimation of the
varying parameter such that, in proximity to QTs, metrologi-
cal performances are believed to drastically improve [9,10].

The past decade has seen the birth of intense theoretical
activity focusing on the behavior of the fidelity and of the
corresponding susceptibility (more generally, of the geometric
tensor) [11–13] at continuous QTs (CQTs). In quantum many-
body systems, the establishment of a nonanalytic behavior
has been exploited to evidence CQTs in several different
contexts, which have been deeply scrutinized both analyti-
cally and numerically. We quote, for example, free-fermion
models [14–18], interacting spin [19–25] and particle models
[26–32], and systems presenting peculiar topological [33–35]
and nonequilibrium steady-state transitions [36,37]. However,
a characterization of first-order QTs (FOQTs) in this context
is still missing, despite the fact that they are of great phe-
nomenological interest. Indeed, they occur in a large variety
of many-body systems, including quantum Hall samples [38],
itinerant ferromagnets [39], heavy fermion metals [40–42],
disordered systems [43,44], and infinite-range models [45,46].

We also stress that, to achieve a deep understanding
of QTs from the outcomes of numerical simulations or of
quantum-simulation experiments, it is fundamental to exploit
the impact of having a finite size. The natural theoretical
context where to set up the analysis is the finite-size scaling
(FSS) framework, which has been proven to be effective in
proximity to any type of QT. Indeed, the emergence of FSS
limits has been predicted both for CQTs [1,2,47] and for
FOQTs [48], as well as to describe the quantum dynamics
of finite-size many-body systems subject to time-dependent
perturbations [49,50]. This formalism has been successfully
applied in a variety of systems, for observables such as the
free energy, the energy gaps of the first low-lying levels,
and correlation functions, as well as in the presence of dif-
ferent boundary conditions [51–53]. Recently, it has been
also used to study quantum-information-based concepts, such
as entanglement [3,47,54] and other indicators of quantum
correlations [55]. Some results for the FSS of the fidelity
have been obtained in specific situations at CQTs, such as
for the quantum Ising chain in a transverse field (see the
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discussion in Sec. III A), and by means of quite complicated
methods [4].

In this paper we present a unified picture for the scaling
behavior of the fidelity and its susceptibility, emerging in
many-body systems whenever a given control parameter is
varied across any type of QT. Since ground-state overlaps
related to variations of the Hamiltonian parameters are nat-
urally defined only for finite quantum systems whose ground-
state wave functions are normalizable, we consider finite-size
systems and focus on the asymptotic large-volume behavior
of the fidelity, defined in the limit of small variations of the
parameter driving the QT. The FSS theory constitutes the
optimal framework to discuss this issue. It turns out to be
especially effective to provide the power or exponential laws
describing the size dependence of fidelity and its susceptibility
when the system is driven across a QT. In particular we
discuss FOQTs.

Assuming that the fidelity of finite systems is an analytic
function of the relevant scaling variables associated with
the driving parameter and its variation, we put forward a
FSS behavior that entails the expected power-law divergences
associated with CQTs while enabling us to extend the analysis
to FOQTs. In the latter, the type of divergence is controlled by
the closure of the gap between the two lowest energy levels,
being exponential in most of the cases. A scaling theory for
the fidelity provides a simple and intuitive route towards a
complete understanding of the behaviors of finite-size many-
body systems at CQTs and FOQTs, which is mandatory to
distinguish them and obtain correct interpretations of experi-
mental and numerical results at QTs.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss
the theory underlying our FSS framework for the fidelity and
its susceptibility, holding whenever a many-body system un-
dergoes a QT. Our predictions are then verified in Sec. III for
the paradigmatic quantum Ising model driven by an additional
external longitudinal field, exhibiting a rich phase diagram. In
this context, we focus on both CQTs (Sec. III A) and FOQTs
(Sec. III B) with different boundary conditions. A summary of
our results, together with the perspectives, is given in Sec. IV.

II. FINITE-SIZE SCALING OF THE FIDELITY
AND ITS SUSCEPTIBILITY

A. Fidelity and its susceptibility

We define our setting by considering a d-dimensional
quantum many-body system of size Ld , with Hamiltonian

H (λ) = H0 + λHI , (1)

where [H0,HI ] �= 0 and the parameter λ drives the QT located
at λ = 0. The fidelity

F (λ, δλ, L) ≡ |〈�0(λ + δλ, L)|�0(λ,L)〉| (2)

is a geometrical object that can be used to monitor the changes
of the ground-state wave function |�0(λ,L)〉 when varying
the control parameter λ by a small amount δλ around its
transition value. Assuming δλ sufficiently small, one can
expand Eq. (2) in powers of δλ [4],

F (λ, δλ, L) = 1 − 1
2 (δλ2)χF (λ,L) + O(δλ3), (3)

where χF defines the fidelity susceptibility. The cancellation
of the linear term of the expansion is essentially related to
the fact that the fidelity is bounded, i.e., F � 1. Standard
perturbation theory allows us to also write χF as [4]

χF (λ,L) =
∑
n>0

|〈�n(λ,L)|HI |�0(λ,L)〉|2
[En(λ,L) − E0(λ,L)]2

, (4)

where |�n(λ,L)〉 is the Hamiltonian eigenstate corresponding
to the eigenvalue En(λ,L) (notice that the index n = 0 labels
ground-state quantities). As we will see below, the interplay
between λ and L at QTs can be suitably described within FSS
frameworks at both CQTs [2,47] and FOQTs [48].

B. Finite-size scaling at continuous quantum transitions

Singular behaviors at QTs are observed in the infinite-
volume limit. If the size L of the system is finite, all properties
are generally analytic as a function of the quantity driving the
transition. However, around the transition point, low-energy
thermodynamic quantities and large-scale structural proper-
ties undergo peculiar FSS behaviors depending only on the
nature and on the general properties of the transition. Under-
standing these finite-size properties is of primary importance
for a correct and unambiguous interpretation of experimental
or numerical data when phase transitions are investigated
in relatively small systems (see, e.g., Refs. [56–59]) or in
particle systems trapped by external forces, as in cold-atom
experiments (see, e.g., Ref. [60]).

The modern theory of FSS delineates the standard road
map to investigate these issues at phase transitions. It was
originally developed in the context of critical phenomena and
formulated in the classical framework [56,61]. At continuous
transitions, FSS is observed when the length scale ξ of the
critical modes becomes comparable to L. For large values
of L, this regime presents universal features, shared by all
systems whose transition belongs to the same universality
class. Analogous behaviors emerge at CQTs [2,47], where
the FSS framework allows one to characterize the finite-size
dependence of the low-energy properties of quantum many-
body systems, in particular the low-excitation spectrum, the
correlation functions, etc. The critical behavior is generally
characterized by power laws, with universal exponents de-
termined by the universality class of the CQT. They do not
depend on the microscopic details of the quantum model, but
only on some global properties, such as the spatial dimension,
the symmetry, and the nature of the interactions (whether they
are short range or long range). In particular, relevant universal
exponents are the renormalization-group (RG) dimension yλ

of the parameter λ driving the transition and the dynamic
exponent z associated with the scaling behavior of the gap,
i.e., the energy difference of the lowest states [1].

The FSS limit is generally obtained at large L, keeping an
appropriate combination κ of λ and L fixed. At CQTs, this is
generally given by [47]

κ = λLyλ . (5)

Generic observables O behave as [2,47]

O(λ,L) ≈ L−yofO(κ ), (6)
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where yo is the RG dimension associated with O and fO(κ ) a
scaling function. Note that the universal power laws at CQTs
do not depend on the boundary conditions, which only affect
the scaling functions.

The temperature T gives rise to an additional relevant
perturbation at CQTs. Within the FSS framework, it is taken
into account by adding a further dependence of the scaling
functions on the scaling variable [1,2]

τ ∼ T/�0(L), �0(L) ∼ L−z, (7)

where �0(L) is the energy difference of the lowest states at
the transition point of CQTs and z is the dynamic exponent.

We are now in the position to discuss the scaling behavior
of the fidelity F (λ, δλ, L) and its susceptibility χF (λ,L),
assuming that both λ and λ + δλ are sufficiently small to be in
the transition region. We conjecture that the zero-temperature
scaling is given by

F (λ, δλ, L) ≈ F (κ, δκ ), (8)

where δκ is the variation of κ corresponding to δλ. The
scaling relation (8) is quite natural, noting that F (λ, 0, L) = 1
and that a regular expansion around δλ = 0 is expected at
finite volume. Correspondingly, we expect F (κ, 0) = 1 and
a regular behavior around δκ = 0. The FSS of χF can be
immediately derived from Eq. (8), by expanding F in powers
of δκ ,

F (κ, δκ ) = 1 − 1
2 (δκ2)F2(κ ) + O(δκ3), (9)

and matching it with Eq. (3),

χF (λ,L) ≈ (δκ/δλ)2F2(κ ). (10)

This implies

χF (λ,L) ≈ L2yλF2(κ ). (11)

We stress that this obtained FSS power law perfectly agrees
with earlier (apparently more involved) derivations, which
have been obtained by means of alternative scaling arguments
[4].1 However, an important feature of our derivation is that
the validity of Eq. (10) can be extended to FOQTs as well, by
inserting the appropriate scaling variable κ (discussed below).
In such a case, for transitions based on the avoided crossing of
two levels, the conjecture (8) can be straightforwardly justified
by means of a simple calculation on the effective Hamiltonian
as well (see the Appendix).

C. Finite-size scaling at first-order quantum transitions

Finite-size scaling behaviors also develop at FOQTs, al-
though with significant differences [48]. In particular, they
turn out to be more sensitive to the boundary conditions,
which may give rise to different functional dependences of the
corresponding scaling variable κ , leading to both exponential
and power laws.

First-order quantum transitions generally arise from level
crossings. However, level crossings can only occur in the

1To compare with Refs. [13,20], simply use the scaling relation [1]
yλ = d + z − yHI

, where z is the dynamic exponent and yHI
is the

RG dimension of HI/L
d .

infinite-volume limit (in the absence of particular conserva-
tion laws). In a finite system, the presence of a nonvanishing
matrix element among these states lifts the degeneracy, giving
rise to the phenomenon of avoided level crossing. Here the
FSS is controlled by the energy difference �(λ,L) of the
avoiding levels, in particular by

�0(L) ≡ �(λ = 0, L). (12)

The appropriate FSS variable is generally given by [48]

κ ∼ Eλ(λ,L)

�0(L)
, (13)

Eλ being the energy variation associated with the λ term
(we assume Eλ = 0 at the transition point). The FSS limit is
defined by the large-L limit, keeping κ fixed. However, it is
important to remark that the FSS at FOQTs is more complex
than that at CQTs, because it may significantly depend on the
boundary conditions [48,51–53]: The gap �0(L) may depend
on the size L either exponentially (as it occurs in typical
situations) or even as a power law. As a matter of fact, the
FOQT scenario based on the avoided crossing of two levels
is not always realized, depending on the boundary conditions
(discussed below); indeed, in some cases the energy difference
�0(L) of the lowest levels may even show a power-law depen-
dence on L. However, as we will see, the scaling variables
κ obtained using the corresponding �0(L) turn out to be
appropriate as well.

In order to derive the scaling behavior of the fidelity and its
susceptibility [cf. Eqs. (2) and (3)] we can repeat the scaling
arguments of Sec. II B done at CQTs. Therefore, assuming
again that both λ and λ + δλ are sufficiently small to be in the
transition region, we obtain Eqs. (8) and (10) as well, but with
the appropriate scaling variable κ given now by Eq. (13). In
particular, for FOQTs we obtain

χF (λ,L) ≈ �0(L)−2(∂Eλ/∂λ)2F2(κ ). (14)

We note that at FOQTs the finite-size dependence of the
fidelity susceptibility appears to be closely connected with
the size dependence of the energy difference of the lowest
levels. Since the gap can be exponentially suppressed for some
types of boundary conditions, such as periodic or equal and
fixed boundary conditions, for which �0(L) ∼ e−aLd

, in such
cases we expect corresponding exponentially large behaviors
for the fidelity susceptibility χF ∼ ecLd

at the transition point
(Secs. III B 1 and III B 3). For other types of boundary con-
ditions, such as antiperiodic boundary conditions, for which
�0(L) ∼ L−b, we expect a power-law behavior of the fidelity
susceptibility with L (Sec. III B 2), as it happens in proximity
to CQTs.

D. Finite-size scaling at finite temperature

The above FSS framework, both for CQTs and for FOQTs,
can be generalized to a finite temperature T as well [4]. In
such a case, the quantum system is described by the density
matrix

ρλ ≡ ρ(λ, T , L) = Z−1
∑

n

e−En/kBT |�n〉〈�n|, (15)
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where Z = ∑
n〈�n|e−En/kBT |�n〉 defines the partition func-

tion. The fidelity between two mixed states can be defined
as [62]

F (λ, δλ, T , L) = Tr
√√

ρλρλ+δλ

√
ρλ, (16)

which reduces to Eq. (2) for T → 0. The corresponding
fidelity susceptibility can be extracted analogously to Eq. (3).
At a QT, the T = 0 scaling (8) can be straightforwardly
extended to keep account of the temperature, by adding a
further scaling variable τ = T/�0(L), so that

F (λ, δλ, T , L) ≈ F (κ, δκ, τ ). (17)

This scaling equation holds at both CQTs and FOQTs, with
the appropriate definitions of scaling variables. In particular,
τ = T/�0(L) ∼ T Lz at CQTs, where z is the dynamic expo-
nent.

III. RESULTS FOR THE QUANTUM ISING CHAIN

We now verify the above general FSS predictions by
presenting analytical and numerical evidence for the paradig-
matic one-dimensional quantum Ising model in the presence
of transverse and longitudinal fields. Its Hamiltonian reads

HIs = −J
∑
〈i,j〉

σ
(3)
i σ

(3)
j − g

∑
i

σ
(1)
i − h

∑
i

σ
(3)
i , (18)

where σ (k) are the Pauli matrices, the first sum is over all
bonds connecting nearest-neighbor sites 〈i, j 〉, and the other
sums are over the L sites. Hereafter we assume h̄ = kB = 1,
J = 1, and g > 0.

At g = 1 and h = 0, the model undergoes a CQT belong-
ing to the two-dimensional Ising universality class, separating
a disordered phase (g > 1) from an ordered (g < 1) one [1].
For any g < 1, the field h drives FOQTs along the h = 0
line. Relevant observables at the FOQT line are the energy
difference �(h,L) of the lowest levels and the magnetization
m = L−1〈∑i σ

(3)
i 〉. In the following, we are interested in the

behavior of the ground-state fidelity (2) arising from changes
of the longitudinal field h ≡ λ, keeping g fixed. The fidelity
susceptibility is obtained by expanding F to second order in
powers of δh.

A. Finite-size scaling at the continuous transition

At the CQT, located at g = 1 and h = 0, the system is
expected to develop the asymptotic FSS behavior in Eq. (8).
Let us analyze two situations in which the control parameter
is assumed to be either h or g and it is tuned through the CQT
point.

We first consider the case in which the longitudinal field
h is varied across the value h = 0, while the transverse field
strength is kept fixed at g = 1. The exponent yh entering
the corresponding scaling variable κ = hLyh [see Eq. (5)] is
provided by the RG dimension of the longitudinal magnetic
field h, i.e.,

yh = (d + z + 2 − η)/2. (19)

For the quantum Ising ring in Eq. (18), we have d = 1, z = 1,
and η = 1/4, thus yh = 15/8. Details on the derivation of
the Ising critical exponents and of the RG dimension yh are
provided, e.g., in Ref. [47]. Correspondingly, inserting such a
value in Eq. (11) with λ = h, we find that, in the large-L limit,
the fidelity susceptibility diverges as

χF (h,L) ∼ L15/4F2(κ ), κ = hL15/8. (20)

On the other hand, in the usual setting considered in
the literature, the transverse field g is varied across the
value g = 1 and the longitudinal field is kept fixed at h = 0
[11,14,15,17–19]. In such case, an analogous FSS follows
[17], where the scaling variable of Eq. (5) corresponding to
the transverse field is κg = (g − 1)Lyg . For the quantum Ising
chain, the RG dimension

yg = 1/ν, (21)

where ν = 1 (see again Ref. [47]). Therefore, Eq. (11) readily
implies

χF (g,L) ∼ L2F (g)
2 (κg ), κg = (g − 1)L. (22)

B. Finite-size scaling at the first-order transition

The FOQTs, occurring at g < 1 along the line h = 0, can
be related to the level crossing of the two lowest magnetized
states |+〉 and |−〉 for h = 0 such that 〈±|σ (3)

i |±〉 = ±m0,
with m0 = (1 − g2)1/8 [63]. Contrary to CQTs, the distinctive
feature of FOQTs is a remarkable qualitative dependence of
their features on the boundary conditions. As we will see
below in a variety of different situations in the context of the
Ising model, this also emerges in the FSS of the fidelity sus-
ceptibility, exhibiting completely different scalings, according
to the size dependence of the energy difference of the lowest
energy levels.

1. Periodic or open boundary conditions

In a finite system of size L with periodic boundary condi-
tions (PBCs) or open boundary conditions (OBCs), the lowest
states are superpositions of |+〉 and |−〉, due to tunneling
effects. Their energy difference �0(L) ∼ gL vanishes expo-
nentially with L. More precisely [64],

�0(L) = 2(1 − g2)gL[1 + O(g2L)] for OBC, (23)

�0(L) ≈ 2
√

(1 − g2)/πLgL for PBC. (24)

Conversely, the difference �0,i ≡ Ei − E0 for higher excited
states (i > 1) remains finite for L → ∞. The interplay of the
size L and the field h gives rise to the FSS of the low-energy
properties [48]. Its scaling variable is obtained from Eq. (13),
i.e.,

κ = 2m0hL

�0(L)
, (25)

using the fact that Eh = 2m0hL is the energy variation as-
sociated with h. The FSS limit corresponds to L → ∞ and
h → 0, keeping κ fixed. Correspondingly, the energy differ-
ence of the lowest states and the magnetization behave as
[48] �(h,L) ≈ �0(L)D(κ ) and m(L, h) ≈ m0M(κ ), where
D(κ ) and M(κ ) are scaling functions independent of g.
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FIG. 1. Fidelity susceptibility χF (h,L) for the Ising model (18)
with g = 0.9 and PBC, associated with changes of the longitudinal
parameter h, for several values of L, up to L = 16. The inset displays
curves for χF /[2m0L/�0(L)]2, as a function of κ = 2m0hL/�0(L)
[see Eq. (26)], converging to the scaling function F (2l)

2 (κ ) (thick
black line) [cf. Eq. (29)]. Analogous results are obtained for other
value of g < 1.

The FSS of the fidelity and its susceptibility is given by
Eqs. (8) and (10). We obtain

χF (h,L) ≈
[

2m0L

�0(L)

]2

F2(κ ), (26)

implying that it exponentially diverges with L. This is con-
firmed by the numerical results2 of Fig. 1, where the curves
of χF for PBCs display sharp, and exponentially increasing,
peaks around h = 0, while χF = O(L) for larger |h|.

Since the low-energy spectrum for PBCs and OBCs across
the FOQT is characterized by the level crossing of the two
lowest states, while the energy differences with the other
ones remain O(1), the asymptotic FSS can be exactly ob-
tained by performing a two-level truncation of the spectrum
[48–50], keeping only the lowest energy levels |±〉. Details
are provided in the Appendix, where an extension to finite
temperature is also presented, thus confirming Eq. (17). The
net result is that, using the corresponding two-level effective
Hamiltonian, we get

F (2l)(κ, δκ ) = cos(δα/2), (27)

where we defined

δα = arctan

[
1

κ + δκ

]
− arctan

1

κ
, (28)

with arctan[x] ∈ (0, π ). Moreover,

F (2l)
2 (κ ) = 1

4(1 + κ2)2
. (29)

2Numerical results have been obtained by means of exact diagonal-
ization (for L � 12) or through a Lanczos algorithm (for L � 14).
The susceptibility has been extracted by quadratically fitting the
fidelity as a function of δh, for δh � 10−6.

4 8 12 16 20L
10-3

10-2

10-1

χ F
/(

δκ
/δ

λ)
2

−
(2
l) (0

)

FIG. 2. Convergence of the finite-size fidelity susceptibility to
the asymptotic scaling function F2(κ ). Data are for PBC, with
g = 0.9 and κ = 0 (see Fig. 1). We plot the rescaled susceptibility
χF /[2m0L/�0(L)]2 as a function of L, subtracting the asymptotic
value given by F (2l)

2 (0) = 1/4. The red line is an exponential fit of
data for 5 � L � 18.

The inset of Fig. 1 evidences the convergence of
χF /[2m0L/�0(L)]2 to the scaling function F (2l)

2 (κ ), as
a function of the scaling variable κ in Eq. (25), which clearly
turns out to be exponential, as shown by Fig. 2.

2. Antiperiodic boundary conditions

As already mentioned, the FOQT scenario based on the
avoided crossing of two levels, holding for PBCs and OBCs, is
not always realized. Indeed, a quite different behavior emerges
when considering antiperiodic boundary conditions (ABCs).
This is essentially related to the fact that the corresponding
low-energy states are one-kink (a nearest-neighbor pair of
antiparallel spins) states, behaving as one-particle states with
O(L−1) momenta. Thus, the energy difference of the lowest
levels displays a power-law behavior [64]

�0(L) = [g/(1 − g)]π2L−2 + O(L−4). (30)

Then, following Eq. (13), we can define the scaling variable

κ = hL3. (31)

Indeed, since the energy associated with the longitudinal
field h scales as Eh(h,L) ∼ hL and the gap �0(L) ∼ L−2,
it is immediate to see that the ratio (13) obeys the same
dependence on h and L as in Eq. (31).

The general ansatz (14) predicts a power-law behavior for
the fidelity susceptibility,

χF (h,L) ≈ L6F (a)
2 (κ ), (32)

since ∂κ/∂h = L3. Again, this FSS is nicely supported by the
numerical data2 of Fig. 3. With increasing L, the curves for
the ratio χF /L6 appear to approach a scaling function F (a)

2 (κ ).
Finite-size corrections appear to be a power law, of O(L−2),
as is visible from Fig. 4.

It is important to emphasize that, unlike the cases of PBCs
and OBCs, for ABCs the scaling functions cannot be ob-
tained by a two-level approximation, because the low-energy
spectrum at the transition point presents a tower of excited
stated with �0,i = O(L−2). We also note that, for |h| > 0, χF
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FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 1, but for g = 0.5 and ABCs. The inset
shows the rescaled fidelity susceptibility according to Eq. (32), for
κ = hL3. The curves for χF /L6 clearly approach a scaling function
of κ .

appears to converge to a finite value with increasing L, unlike
for PBCs (compare the tails of Fig. 3 with those of Fig. 2).

3. Equal and fixed boundary conditions

Let us finally consider equal fixed boundary conditions
(EFBCs) favoring one of the two magnetized phases. This
is obtained by adding equal fixed spin states |↓〉 at the ends
x = 0 and x = L + 1 of the chain (18). In such a case, the
interplay between the size L and the bulk field h gives rise
to a more complex finite-size behavior with respect to that of
neutral boundary conditions, such as PBCs and ABCs [53].

When h = 0, the system is in the negatively magne-
tized phase and �0(L) = 4(1 − g) + O(L−2). For suffi-
ciently small h, the observables depend smoothly on it.
Then the system undergoes a sharp transition to the other
phase at h ≈ htr (L) > 0, which tends to zero with increasing
L, asymptotically as htr (L) ≈ η(g)/L, where η(g) is a g-
dependent constant [53]. This sharp transition corresponds to
the minimum �m(L) of the energy difference �(h,L) of the
lowest levels, which vanishes exponentially with increasing L,

1 / L2
3

3.5

4

4.5

5×103

χ F / 
L6

1 2 3×10-20

FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 2 but for ABCs, with g = 0.5 and
κ = 0 (see Fig. 3). Here we plot the rescaled susceptibility χF /L6

as a function of L−2. The red line is a power-law fit of data for
14 � L � 24.
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FIG. 5. Same as in Fig. 1 but for g = 0.5 and EFBCs.
The inset shows the FSS of χF around h = htr (L), with
κ = [h − htr (L)]L/�m(L). With increasing L, the curves of
(�m/L)2χF (h, L) rapidly (exponentially) approach the two-level
scaling function [cf. Eq. (34)], with a ≈ 0.67 and b ≈ 1.64.

as �m(L) ∼ e−b(g)L. Around htr , the suitable scaling variable
turns out to be

κ = [h − htr (L)]L

�m(L)
, (33)

analogously to that of PBCs and OBCs, apart from the 1/L

shift of the transition point. The corresponding scaling behav-
iors, �(h,L) ≈ �m(L)D(κ ) and m(h,L) ≈ m0M(κ ), turn
out to be those emerging from an avoided two-level crossing,
similarly to the case of PBCs.

Figure 5 shows the h dependence of the fidelity susceptibil-
ity χF (h,L) for several values of L.2 Its behavior reflects that
of other observables. In particular, it is smooth around h = 0,
since we checked that the ratio χF (h,L)/χF (h = 0, L)
rapidly approaches a function of h only, with
χF (0, L) = O(L) (not shown). Then, with increasing
h, the curves show a sharp peak around htr (L) whose
maximum rapidly increases with L and becomes narrower
and narrower. For even larger h, χF (h,L) tends to rapidly
become independent of L; this is related to the fact that the
ground state is essentially given by spatially separated kink
and antikink structures whose position depends smoothly on
h [53]. The scaling behavior around htr (L) can be inferred
from the general ansatz (10),

�2
m

L2
χF (h,L) ≈ aF (2l)

2 (bκ ), (34)

where the scaling variable κ is that given in Eq. (33), F (2l)
2 (x)

is the two-level scaling function (29), and a and b are appro-
priate normalizations. This is confirmed by numerical data in
the inset of Fig. 5.

Finally, we mention that the case of fixed, but opposite,
boundary conditions (OFBCs), i.e., |↓〉 and |↑〉 at the ends of
the chain, is supposed to be similar to that with ABCs [51,52],
because the low-energy states are again one-kink states. Thus,
�0(L) ∼ L−2 as well, and a power-law behavior such as (32)
is expected.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown that the ground-state fidelity and the
corresponding susceptibility develop FSS behaviors at both
CQTs and FOQTs, arising from the interplay between the
driving parameter and the system size. At CQTs the fidelity
susceptibility generally shows power laws: χF ∼ L2yλ at the
transition point, where yλ is the universal exponent associated
with the critical properties of the corresponding Hamiltonian
perturbation. At CQTs boundary conditions only affect the
scaling functions of observables. This sharply contrasts with
FOQTs, whose distinctive feature is a remarkable qualitative
dependence on the boundary conditions; indeed, the fidelity
susceptibility may show exponential or power-law FSS, essen-
tially related to the size dependence of the energy difference of
the lowest levels. In particular, exponential behaviors develop
for boundary conditions such as PBCs or EFBCs, for which
χF ∼ ecLd

at the transition point. Conversely, power-law be-
haviors similar to those occurring at CQTs turn out to develop
for ABCs or for OFBCs. Our findings have been confirmed
by analytical and numerical results for the one-dimensional
quantum Ising model.

It is worth mentioning that the FSS treatment adopted
here for the study of the ground-state fidelity in the quantum
Ising ring shares important similarities with the approach
previously employed to address other quantities in different
kinds of QTs. First of all, the definition of the relevant scaling
variable κ through Eqs. (5) and (13) (for first-order and
for continuous QTs, respectively) is closely related to the
general arguments put forward in Refs. [2,47] for CQTs and
in Ref. [48] for FOQTs. Moreover, the striking dependence of
the FSS behavior at FOQTs (here evidenced for the fidelity)
has been spotlighted in similar contexts as well, for low-
lying energy gaps, local observables, and correlation functions
[51–53], yielding consistent results.

All these connections are in support of the broad validity
of our FSS theory: Indeed, we expect it to hold even in higher
dimensions and for FOQTs of other models, where it would be
tempting to have a direct numerical validation. Moreover, the
possibility to generalize it to finite temperature makes it rele-
vant also to quantum thermometry close to criticality, where
estimation performances depend on the scaling behavior [9].
We also notice that the FSS frameworks have been extended
to the off-equilibrium quantum dynamics, focusing on both
time-dependent perturbations [49] and sudden quenches [50].
By defining scaling variables that are consistent with the
procedure considered in this paper and including further ones
associated with the time and the dynamic variables, dynamic
FSS behaviors have been shown to emerge even in other con-
texts, as for the decoherence properties [65] and the statistics
of the work [66].

As suggested from the present study, the FSS of the fidelity
is amenable to a direct experimental verification by means of
small-size quantum simulators (i.e., of the order of ten spins),
which can thus serve as a probe of the nature of the transition
itself. A possible strategy would be to measure the Loschmidt
echo after a sudden quench [67,68], a quantity strictly related
to the fidelity susceptibility [69–72], which might shed light
on the mutual interplay between QTs, entanglement, and
decoherence [73–75].
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APPENDIX: TWO-LEVEL REDUCTION OF THE
SPECTRUM ACROSS FOQT LINE

As stated in Sec. III B 1, in the thermodynamic limit,
the low-energy spectrum for PBCs and for OBCs across
the FOQT is characterized by the level crossing of the two
lowest states, while the energy differences with the other ones
remain finite. The asymptotic FSS behavior for the fidelity
and for its susceptibility can be thus exactly obtained by
performing a two-level truncation of the spectrum, following
Refs. [47,49,50], keeping only the lowest energy levels. For
the sake of completeness, here we sketch this derivation.

The effective Hamiltonian, written in the Hilbert space
spanned by the two lowest magnetized states |+〉 and
|−〉 for h = 0, i.e., such that 〈±|σ (3)

i |±〉 = ±m0 [with
m0 = (1 − g2)1/8], reads

H2(h) = −βσ (3) + δσ (1). (A1)

The parameters β and δ correspond to β = m0hL and
δ = �0/2 such that κ (h) = β/δ. The eigenstates are

|0〉 = sin(α/2)|−〉 − cos(α/2)|+〉, (A2)

|1〉 = cos(α/2)|−〉 + sin(α/2)|+〉, (A3)

where tan α=κ−1 with α∈(0, π ) and E1−E0=�0

√
1+κ2.

Straightforward calculations confirm the FSS
behavior in Eq. (8) of the zero-temperature fidelity:
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FIG. 6. Scaling function of the fidelity susceptibility for two
different values of κ , at finite temperature τ , as obtained in a two-
level truncation scheme. The solid black curves correspond to the
zero-temperature case, for which the analytic curve of Eq. (A4)
holds.
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F (λ, δλ, L) ≈ F (κ, δκ ). Indeed, we obtain

F (h, δh, L) ≈ F (2l)(κ, δκ ) = cos(δα/2), (A4)

where tan(α + δα) = (κ + δκ )−1. The corresponding scaling
function in Eq. (29) of the fidelity susceptibility is thus easily
obtained.

As discussed in Sec. II, the definition of fidelity can be
extended to finite temperature as well, through Eq. (16). The
computation based on the two-level truncation confirms the

FSS behavior put forward in Eq. (17). In Fig. 6 we plot the
scaling function F (2l)(κ, δκ, τ ) for different values of κ and
τ . Note that, for κ = 0, the zero-temperature fidelity at large
δκ approaches the asymptotic value |〈+|0〉| = 2−1/2 ≈ 0.707.
On the other hand, for κ → −∞, it approaches zero, since
it corresponds to abruptly sweeping from one side of the
transition to the other. The effect of the temperature is to
progressively smoothen the behavior of the various curves
with δκ .
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